PRODUCT SUPPORT BULLETIN
BULLETIN NO. 341

DATE: January 18, 2002

MACHINE: All NORDCO Spike Drivers

SERIAL NUMBER(S): All

SUBJECT: Hex Head Breakaway Pusher Block Bolt – 19104550

A Hex Head Bolt, p/n 19104550, has replaced the Socket Head Shoulder Bolt, p/n 19485220, originally used on the Breakaway Pusher Block Assemblies, p/n 96410450 and 96410493.

The Pusher Blocks, p/n 18221585 and 18221590, have been changed to incorporate a hexagonal recess for the bolt head. The Hex Head Bolt will fit into this recess and will prevent the bolt from turning while tightening the nut. This will allow quicker changing of the pusher block because no Allen wrench is required to hold the bolt while the nut is tightened. The Socket Head Shoulder Bolt can still be used with these pusher blocks if desired. However, the Socket Head Shoulder Bolt will not be furnished after existing inventory is depleted.

This bolt is also used with the Lag Screw Pusher Block Assembly, p/n 98400003, used on the Two-tie Screw Spiker and M3 with Lag Screw Driving Modules. See Bulletin No. 338.

RH Pusher Block Assembly – 96410450
(LH 96410493 Opposite)